FSC relaunch our renowned natural history training courses

During 2021, FSC redesigned our approach to deliver hundreds of courses with thousands of learners ages 18+.

FSC has built on success and responded to feedback to work with skilled tutors and expert societies to develop and curate standardised learning frameworks.

Our learners can now more easily progress through levels of skills, knowledge and confidence to fulfil their personal and professional ambitions. We desperately need more people who understand, record and protect the natural environment upon which society depends.

To help more people, FSC’s natural history courses are now available online through our popular platform, including interactive sessions with tutors. Our courses also now run at suites of new locations in urban and rural areas across the country, in addition to FSC’s education centres.

Whether people attend a beginners’ course on fungi online or an advanced habitat surveying course in Glasgow, they will benefit from the same opportunities to progress and connect with nature and other people.

This relaunch is possible thanks to a new national team at FSC called Eco-Skills. Plus lovely gifts from donors and funded projects. There is lots more to do, so we’re designing more content and funding bids to extend our offers.

If you’d like to support FSC to engage learners, please contact ecoskills@field-studies-council.org

To book places on courses, visit field-studies-council.org